
Acrylic Portrait Narratives Syllabus & Material List
Instructor: Laura Spector lauramakesart@gmail.com

Every portrait has a story to tell. This class will focus on developing narratives within the portrait. 
We will work from live models in addition to students bringing in reference photos to use while 
painting.  Prior portrait painting experience is required. Homework will be assigned at the end of 
each class to keep students in practice between classes. We will review and critique completed 
works of art together as a class to help the advancement of all students. Each student will also 
be responsible for an informal 5-10 minute presentation on an assigned artist which will happen 
at the start of each class. This class will be taught in acrylic. However, if you are experienced in 
oil and would like to continue to work in oils, please contact the instructor for a specialized 
materials list.

Activity 1 – (Class 1) The Self Portrait  - Warming up
Project: Students paint an ala prima portrait focusing on shadows first and building up layers 
trying to match skin tones in the least amount of brushwork necessary. 
Homework: Bring in a good printout of an OM (Old Master) Portrait pre-19th Century

Activity 2 - (Class 2) Cracking The Palette Code 
Project: Using an 11" x 14" canvas, create color swatches to match the colors of the OM palette 
from your printout. Write down the recipes of the palette next to the color swatches in pencil (on 
the canvas). On a separate 11" x 14" canvas, add the palette swatches to the side of the canvas 
and repaint the face from the portrait onto your canvas. Discuss how to sharpen pencils.
Homework: Finish copying portrait (Face only)  Find source imagery for next portrait class

Activity 4 – (Class 3) The Model - MODEL - Shadow Sketching
Project: Starting with a series of quick sketches to focus ONLY on shadows. Can you make a 
recognizable portrait from shadows? How CLEAR and CLEAN can you get your shadows?  This 
session will be used to work on proportion and details. If time remains, students are encouraged 
to complete a quick ala prima portrait.
Homework: Portrait sketch from a photo in neutralized complementary colors (Small 11" x 14"
 canvas)

Activity 3 – (Class 4) - MODEL - The 3/4 Length Narrative Portrait, part 1 of 2
Project: Tell a portrait story on a canvas using a 3/4 length portrait and any symbols you would 
like to include. This class is for transferring and underpainting.
Homework: Completing the underpainting

Activity 3 – (Class 5) MODEL - The 3/4 Length Narrative Portrait, part 2
Project: Students complete the glazing and scumbling on their portrait.
Homework: Complete the painting, bring it in next week for critique

Activity 5 (Class 6) The Model
Project: Drawing out and painting the model in one session. 
Homework: Paint a quick direct sketch of a friend, or family member within 3 hours. 11" x 14" 
canvas. Bring in printout/copy of OM portrait - PRE-19th Century and PRIMED PANEL.
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Activity 6 – (Class 7) Painting Transfer on PANEL
Project – 20” x 24” PANEL - Transfer printout via paint (oil painters) or charcoal and pencil. Work 
on underpainting first day, starting with shadows and working up to mid-tones and highlights 
last.
Homework: Complete underpainting on transfer

Activity 7 - (Class 8) The Model on PANEL (part 1 of 2)
Project – Choose to work in underpainting, or ala prima. The same model will be booked for 2 
sessions.
Homework:Continue working on Painting Transfer Panel and completing underpainting from the 
Model on Panel session.

*Activity 7 – (Class 9) Costumed Model on PANEL (or Canvas) #2, 
Project – Project – Choose to complete your underpainting on panel, or work in a new ala prima 
on a fresh support. 
Homework: Continue working on Painting Transfer Panel and completing painting from the 
Model on Panel session.

Activity 8 - (Class 10) Finishing  
Project – Complete any project that needs completing.



Materials for Acrylic Portrait Narratives:

ACRYLIC PAINTS:.

Please have the specific colors or a close variation to the color listed: *The nicer the brand 
(Golden), the more pigment will be present in the paint and the smoother it will paint onto the 
canvas. You'll use less paint with better brands. The bold colors will be used often; you may 
want to purchase larger quantities for these specified colors.

1. Titanium White
2. Zinc White (Lead white for oil painters)
3. Cadmium Red (or, Cadmium Red Hue) 
4. Cadmium Yellow 
5. Diarylide Yellow 
6. Yellow Ochre
7. Lemon Yellow
8. Naples Yellow
9. Cadmium Orange (or, Cadmium Orange Hue)
10. Ultramarine Blue
11. Cerulean Blue
12. Phthalo Blue
13. Prussian Blue 
14. Alizarin Crimson Permanant
15. Quindachrone Red
16. Burnt Sienna
17. Burnt Umber
18. Dioxazine Purple, or Violet Pthalo
19. Viridian Green
20. Mars Black
21. Trans Mars Yellow (If Available)
22. Raw Sienna

Glass palette - 1/8", or 1/4" thick 11" x 17" (instructions on how to make this will be sent prior to 
class) MEDIUM GREY foamcore cut to 11" x 17" Duct Tape

Scissors

Roll of masking tape 

3+ Palette Knives, variety of sizes -for mixing and applying paint - Please include a small angled 
knife. DO NOT use plastic knives.

Acrylic Paint Brushes - (BOTH Hogs Hair and Synthetic) Brushes make a difference! Make 
sure you have a variety of nice ones and junky ones. Nice brushes make your job easier and 
create effects that junky brushes cannot do.  Get a mix of filbert (for flesh), square/bright (for 
scrubbing and glazing) and round (for drawing and various effects). Make sure to include tiny 
brushes for details. 



Panels and Canvases (Primed. Canvases should have staples on the back - NOT the sides): 
These are my size recommendations, but please read the syllabus and purchase the size 
you would prefer working with. Please use the following as recommended guidelines:

3 @ 11" x 14" canvases
2 @ Primed Panels - 20" x 24" 
4-5 @ 20" x 24" canvases

Painting Clothes, or apron

Spray bottle (the kind for spraying house plants) 

Bag of WHITE Rags (from a hardware store. These are painting tools! Please consider them as 
you would brushes or paint.

Pencil - 2H Blue Pencil by Steadtler

Small Retractable Blade (for sharpening the pencil)

Fine Sandpaper (ideally on a block, paddle, or  small rubber mount for sanding molding)

Kneadable Eraser 

Willow Charcoal (soft) – these are thin sticks

Paper Color Wheel

Clamp Light and  60 watt frosted bulb, (ONLY the silver bell ones from hardware stores)

Extension cord

3” Flat Brush (for washes and priming) – This is NOT a house painting brush. This is an art 
brush and is thin with a wooden handle

Hand held mirror, or self-standing mirror for self-portrait (Please do not use compact mirrors or 
smart phones!)

Plastic wrap (Saran wrap) to preserve leftover paint


